1. Introduction 1.1. Let p be a prime number, k an algebraically closed field of characteristic p and G a p-solvable finite group. In [16] , up to the choice of a polarization ω, we give a natural parameterization of the set of isomorphism classes of the simple kG-modules, in terms of the set of G-conjugacy classes of the weights of G with respect to p , introduced by Jon Alperin in [1] in order to formulate his celebrated conjecture.
In [4] Everett
Dade formulates a refinement of Alperin's conjecture involving ordinary irreducible characters -with their defect -instead of simple kG-modules, and in [17] Geoffrey Robinson proves that the new conjecture holds for p-solvable groups. But this refinement is formulated in terms of a vanishing alternating sum of cardinals of suitable sets of irreducible characters, without giving any possible refinement for the weights.
1.3. Our purpose in this note is to show that, in the case of the p-solvable finite groups, the method developed in [16] can be suitably refined to provide, up to the choice of a polarization ω, a natural bijection -namely compatible with the action of the group of outer automorphisms of G -between the sets of absolutely irreducible characters of G and of G-conjugacy classes of suitable inductive weights of G defined in §8 below. Moreover, any inductive weight of G admits an associated block of G and a natural definition of a defect in such a way that then our bijection preserves the associated blocks and the defects.
1.4.
Let O be a complete discrete valuation ring of characteristic zero admitting k as the residue field and denote by K the quotient field of O . As in [16] , the inductive arguments lead to consider a more general situation including central extensions of the involved finite groups; but, as we will see bellow, in the present case the central k * -extensions considered in [16] have to be replaced by the central O * -extensions, analogously called O * -groups.
Then, an element of H 2 (G, M ) lifting id M determines an M -extension E of G (which is finite!) and the central product O * × M E determines h ′ ∈ H 2 (G, O * ) lifting σ , so that the difference h ′ − h comes from Ext
That is to say, h ′ − h determines an Abelian O * -extension Z of A and, choosing a finite subset X of Z such that A = x∈X <x > 2. 5.3 wherex is the image of x ∈ X in A , we consider the field extension K ′ of K generated by | <x > |-th roots λ x of the elements x |<x>| of O * when x runs over X ; then, denoting by O ′ the ring of integers of K ′ , the O ′ * -group Z O ′ is split since the subgroup
x .x > 2.5.4
of Z provides an O ′ * -section. Consequently, denoting by ι : O * → O ′ * the inclusion map, we get the equality H 2 (G, ι)(h ′ − h) = 0 or, equivalently, an O ′ * -group isomorphism
inducing the identity on G ; now, the image of E inĜ O ′ is the announced finite subgroup.
IfĜ andĜ
′ are two O * -groups, we denote byĜ×Ĝ ′ the quotient of the direct productĜ ×Ĝ ′ by the image inĜ ×Ĝ ′ of the inverse diagonal of O * × O * , which has an obvious structure of O * -group with O * -quotient G × G ′ ; moreover, if G = G ′ then we denote byĜ ⋆Ĝ ′ the O * -group obtained from the inverse image of ∆(G) ⊂ G × G inĜ×Ĝ ′ , which is nothing but the so-called sum of both central O * -extensions of G ; in particular, we have a canonical k * -group isomorphism
Moreover, an O * -group homomorphismf :Ĝ →Ĝ ′ is a group homomorphism such thatf (λ.x) = λ.f (x) for any λ ∈ O * and any x ∈Ĝ ; it is clear that f determines an ordinary group homomorphism f : G → G ′ between the corresponding O * -quotients.
Note that for any O-free O-algebra
A of finite O-rank -just called O-algebra in the sequel -the group A * of invertible elements has a canonical O * -group structure; we call point of A any A * -conjugacy class α of primitive idempotents of A and denote by A(α) the simple quotient of A determined by α , and by P(A) the set of points of A . If S is a full matrix algebra over O then Aut O (S) coincides with the O * -quotient of S * ; in particular, any finite group G acting on S determines -by pull-back -an O * -groupĜ of k * -quotient G , together with an O * -group homomorphism ρ :Ĝ −→ S * 2.7.1.
LetĜ be an O
* -group with finite O * -quotient G ; aĜ-interior algebra is an O-algebra A endowed with an O * -group homomorphismĜ → A * ; we say that A is primitive whenever the unity element is primitive in A G . Note that the corresponding k-algebra k ⊗ O A is only concerned by the k * -groupĜ k (cf. 2.1.1). AĜ-interior algebra homomorphism from A to anotherĜ-interior algebra A ′ is a not necessarily unitary algebra homomorphism f : A → A ′ fulfilling f (x·a) =x·f (a) and f (a·x) = f (a)·x ; we say that f is an embedding whenever Ker(f ) = {0} and Im(f ) = f (1)A ′ f (1) .
Occasionally, it is handy to consider the (A ′Ĝ ) * -conjugacy class of f that we denote byf and call exterior homomorphism from A to A ′ ; note that the exterior homomorphisms can be composed [7, Definition 3.1] . Moreover, A is a G-algebra and all the pointed group terminology applies. If H α is a pointed group on the G-algebra A andĤ is the converse image of H inĜ , we callĤ α a pointed O * -group on A and we set A(Ĥ α ) = A(H α ) denoting by s α : A H → A(Ĥ α ) the canonical map. It is clear that A α becomes an H-interior algebra and that we get a structuralĤ-interior algebra exterior embeddingf α : A α −→ ResĜ H (A) 2.8.1.
2.9. We similarly proceed with inclusions and localness but, contrarily to the k * -group case, ifP γ is a local pointed O * -group on A -namely, P γ is a local pointed group on the G-algebra A andP is the converse image of P inĜ -thenP need not be split. Recall that all the maximal local pointed O * -groupsP γ on A contained inĤ α -called defect pointed O * -groups ofĤ α -are mutually H-conjugate [7, Theorem 1.2] , and that the O-algebras A α and A γ are mutually Morita equivalent [7, Corollary 3.5] . As usual, we consider the Brauer quotient and the Brauer algebra homomorphism where Q runs over the set of proper subgroups of P . 2.10. It is clear that G acts on the set of pointed O * -groups on A and, if H α andK β are two of them, we denote by E G (K β ,Ĥ α ) the set of H-conjugacy classes of O * -group homomorphisms fromK toĤ induced by the elements x ∈ G such that (K β )
x ⊂Ĥ α ; as usual, we set
IfP γ is a local pointed O * -group on A , as in [9, 6 .2] we denote byN G (P γ ) the k * -group obtained from the pull-back
A(P γ ) *
2.10.2,
and then, since the structural maps fromP .CĜ(P ) to N G (P γ ) and to A(P γ ) * determine a N G (P γ )-stable k * -group homomorphismP such that the inclusion A β ⊂ A and the composition of fφ with the inclusion A α ⊂ A are A * -conjugate; we denote by F A (K β ,Ĥ α ) the set of H-conjugacy classes of A-fusions fromK β toĤ α and, as usual, we write 
and it is clear that
Note that if B is anotherĜ-interior algebra and h : A → B aĜ-interior algebra embedding, we have
2.12. IfP γ is a local pointed O * -group on A , we have a canonical isomorphismP k ∼ = k * × P ; then, choosing j ∈ γ , setting A γ = jAj and denoting byP J the converse image of 1×P inP ,F A (P γ ) denotes the k * -group obtained from the pull-back [9, 6.7]
2.12.1.
As in the ordinary case [9, Proposition 6.12], the inclusion
can be lifted to a canonical k * -group homomorphism
as we show in the next proposition.
Proposition 2.13. LetP γ be a local pointed O * -group on A , choose j ∈ γ and set A γ = jAj . For anyx ∈ NĜ(P γ ) and any a ∈ (A P ) * having the same action on the simple k-algebra A(P γ ) , the element j(x −1 .a)j is invertible in A γ and normalizesP ·j . Moreover, denoting by x ,x k andx the respective images ofx in G ,Ĝ k and E G (P γ ) , and setting
there is a k * -group homomorphism
which maps the image of x, s γ (a) ⊗ (
Proof: Since a −1 ·x acts trivially on A(P γ ) , the idempotents j and j
have the same image in A P /J(A P ) and thus the image in this quotient of
is the unity element, so that b is invertible in A P ; hence, since we have
If a ′ ∈ (A P ) * has the same image as a in A(P γ ) , and moreover we have
and this element belongs to j + J(A P γ ) since s γ (aa ′−1 ) = 1 ; hence, the class cx ,a does not depend on our choice of a and we may assume that j
in particular, we get the announced map fromÊ G (P γ )
• toF A (P γ ) . Finally, ifx ′ ∈ NĜ(P γ ) and a ′ ∈ (A P ) * have the same action on A(P γ ) , we obtain
and therefore, since s γ (a ′ ax
, it is easily checked that this map is a k * -group homomorphism.
2.14. If A ′ is anotherĜ-interior algebra and f : A → A ′ aĜ-interior algebra embedding, it follows from Proposition 3.5 below that, as in [16, 2.9] , denoting by γ ′ the point of P on A ′ containing f (γ) , we have a canonical O * -group isomorphismFf
More precisely, let Q δ be another local pointed group on A and denote by δ ′ the point of Q on A ′ containing f (δ) and by
the induced embeddings; if there is an A-fusion ϕ : Q ∼ = P from Q δ to P γ then, according to equality 2.11.4 above, ϕ is also an A ′ -fusion from Q δ ′ to P γ ′ , so that we have two Q-interior algebra isomorphisms
2.14.3
and the uniqueness of the exterior isomorphismsf ϕ andf ′ ϕ forces the equalitỹ
In particular, since by our very definition we havê
we get the following commutative diagram of O * -group isomorphismŝ
2.14.6.
2.15.
IfĤ is an O * -subgroup ofĜ and B anĤ-interior algebra, we call inducedĜ-interior algebra of B the O * Ĝ -bimodule
endowed with the distributive multiplication defined by 
inducing the same group homomorphism F → Aut(P ) , we get a group homomorphism θ ′′ : F → F A ′′ (ˆP γ ′′ ) and, setting 
3. The O * -group algebra 3.1. LetĜ be an O * -group with finite O * -quotient G , and O ′ the ring of integers of a finite field extension
, and we will analyse the surjective G-algebra 
which can be actually considered as a homomorphism of G ′ -interior algebras; more precisely, considering the obvious group homomorphism
Note that, if we were working over k , only the k * -groupĜ k would be concerned since we have
where we setḠ
contains Ker(s Z ′ ) , and for any subgroup H of G we have
In particular, s Z ′ is a strict covering homomorphism of G-algebras. Moreover, for any p-subgroup P of G , Br
whereP denotes the converse image of P inĜ .
Proof: Since Z ′ is a finite p-group, from isomorphism 3.1.3 we get
where In particular, if H = P is a p-group andP is the converse image of P inĜ , it is easily checked that
where again 
where 
where we are setting
A-fusion fromK γ toĤ β , the correspondingK-interior algebra embedding
where 3.6. As in the ordinary case, we call block ofĜ any primitive idempotent b of Z(O * Ĝ ) ; thus, α = {b} is a point of G (or ofĜ ) on O * Ĝ and, if P γ is a defect pointed group of G α , we call defect of b the integer d = d(b) such that p d = |P | . Then, according to the corollary above, G α and P γ respectively determine pointed groups G
Moreover, note that the imageb ′ of b ′ in kḠ ′ is a block ofḠ ′ and corresponds to the image b ′ of b in k * Ĝ k by isomorphism 3.1.4; thus,b is a k-block ofĜ k and this correspondence clearly determines a bijection between the sets of blocks ofĜ andĜ k which preserves the defects. 
where x denotes the image ofx in G , the elementsx and λ·x are G-conjugate for some λ ∈ O * − {1} and therefore any
More explicitly, according to Corollary 2.4, there is a finite field extension
is the corresponding block of G ′ , and therefore we get
But, it follows from isomorphisms 3.1.3 and 3.1.4 that
Consequently, we actually get
where Proposition 3.9. Let b be a block ofĜ andP γ a defect pointed O * -group ofĜ {b} . Then, the following statements are equivalent:
The block b has defect zero.
3.9.2
The source algebra (O * Ĝ ) γ has O-rank one.
3.9.3
The block algebra O * Ĝ b is a full matrix algebra over O .
3.9.4
The block K-algebra K * Ĝ b is a direct product of full matrix algebras over K and there is χ ∈ Irr K (Ĝ, b) with defect zero. In this case, we have O p (G) = {1} . If statement 3.9.3 holds then Irr K (Ĝ, b) has a unique element χ and, since an indecomposable direct summand of O * Ĝ b as O * Ĝ b-module has O-rang equal to χ(1) , |G| p divides χ(1) and therefore we have d(χ) = 0 . Finally, statement 3.9.4 implies that the sum
wherex ∈Ĝ is a lifting of x ∈ G , belongs to Z(O * Ĝ ) ; but, e χ is an idempotent and therefore we get e χ = b , so that χ is the unique element in Irr K (Ĝ, b) , which forces d(b) = d(χ) = 0 ; moreover, in this case the imageb of b in k * Ĝ k is a block of defect zero ofĜ k , so that there is a projective simple
Proof: We already know that the left-hand member is contained in the righthand one (cf. 2.11.3). For anyφ ∈ F O * Ĝ (Q δ ,P γ ) and any representative ϕ ofφ , it is quite clear that there is a local point ε ofR = ϕ(Q) on O * Ĝ such thatR ε ⊂P γ and that ϕ determines an element of
we may assume that the O * -quotients P ofP and Q ofQ have the same order; in this case, according to 2.11 and choosing i ∈ γ and j ∈ δ , there is a ∈ (O * Ĝ ) * fulfilling (u.j) a = ϕ(u).i for any u ∈Q .
With the notation above, let P 
is a direct summand of the quotient
Consequently, since we clearly have
′ admits such a direct summand, which forces the existence of
But, the left-hand member of this isomorphism admits a vertex
′ is the kernel, whereas the right-hand member
we may assume that ϕ(u 
and therefore there is a unique point β ofĤ on O * Ĝ such thatQ δ ⊂Ĥ β ; in particular, there are unique points ζ ofQ.CĜ(Q) and We denote by b(δ) the block ofQ.
which is a block ofCĜ k (Q) over k . We say thatQ δ is selfcentralizing, or that it is a selfcentralizing pointed O * -group on O * Ĝ , ifQ is a defect pointed O * -group ofQ.CĜ(Q) ζ ; moreover, as in [16, 3 .1], we say thatQ δ is radical if it is selfcentralizing and we have
Proposition 3.12. For any local pointed O * -groupQ δ on O * Ĝ , the following statements are equivalent:
3.12.1Q δ is selfcentralizing.
The structural homomorphism induces kC
Q (Q) ∼ = (O * Ĝ ) δ (Q) .
3.12.3
The blockb(δ) ofCĜ k (Q) has defect zero.
For any local pointed
Proof: With the notation above, it follows from Proposition 3.2 that s Z ′ determines a surjective k-algebra homomorphism 
consequently, the structural homomorphism (cf. isomorphism 3.2.2)
is surjective, which proves statement 3.12.2. Now, if we have the k-algebra isomorphism
2) which determines an indecomposable projective k * CĜk (Q)b(δ)-module isomorphic to its own socle; thus, the block algebra k * CĜk (Q)b(δ) admits a simple projective module and therefore the blockb(δ) has defect zero.
Assume that statement 3.12.3 holds and letP γ be a local pointed O * -group on O * Ĝ containingQ δ ; then, there are successively local points ε of Q.CP (Q) and ϕ ofQ on O * Ĝ fulfillinĝ 
we get ϕ = δ ; in particular, since we have [2, Proposition 1.5]
Br Q (ε) is a local point of C P (Q) on (O * Ĝ )(Q) ; but, it follows from [13, Theorem 2.9] that the canonical map
is a semicovering CĜ k (Q)-interior algebra homomorphism; hence, according to [6, Proposition 3.15] and to isomorphism 3.2.2 above, Br Q (ε) determines a local point of
, which forces this p-group to be trivial, so that CP (Q) = Z(Q) .
Finally, it follows from Corollary 3.3 that statement 3.12.4 implies that, for any local pointed groups P 
is surjective and its kernel is an abelian p-group. In particular, P γ k is selfcentralizing if and only if
is a local point δ on O * Ĝ of the converse imageQ of Q inĜ such that δ k contains the image of δ and that the canonical map
is surjective.
Proof: With the notation above, it follows from Corollary 3.3 thatP γ determines a local pointed group P
is a local point of P on this k-algebra; moreover, it follows from [13, Theorem 2.9] that the canonical map
is a semicovering G-algebra homomorphism; hence, according to [6, Proposition 3.15], the image of γ ′k is contained in a local point γ k of P on k * Ĝ k , which then contains the image of γ ; moreover, if follows from [13, Corollary 2.13] that P γ k is selfcentralizing if and only if E G (P γ ) is isomorphic to E G (P γ k ) andP γ is selfcentralizing too.
The existence of the local point δ ofQ in the converse image of δ k follows from [6, Proposition 3.15] and from the fact that homomorphism 3.14.3 is a semicovering; moreover, if E G (Q δ k , P γ k ) is not empty then it is quite clear that we can choose δ in such a way that E G (Q δ ,P γ ) is also not empty; in this case, the surjectivity of the canonical map 3.14.2 follows from [13, Theorem 2.9] † and from Proposition 3.10 above.
Fong reduction for interior algebras over an O
* -group 4.1. As a matter of fact, all our arguments in [15, §3] on interior algebras over finite k * -groups can be translated to interior algebras over finite O * -groups; we will explicit the translation of the statements since they demand some modifications, and some indications on the proofs if necessary; but, it seems useless to repeat the identical part of the proofs. † In [13, Theorem 2.9] the necessary assumption that there is at least an A-fusion from Q δ to P γ has been forgotten.
4.2.
The first modification concerns, for any finite p-group P , the involved Dade P -algebras; in our present situation, we call Dade P -algebra a full matrix algebra S over O endowed with an action of P which stabilizes an O-basis of S containing 1 S ; recall that two Dade P -algebras S and S
hence, in all the cases, it follows from [11, 3.13] that the action of P on S can be lifted to a group homomorphism P → S * and we will consider S as a P -interior algebra. Since S(P ) is simple, P has a unique local point π on S [11, 1.8] that very often we omit, respectively writing F S (P ) andF S (P ) instead of F S (P π ) andF S (P π ) (cf. 2.11 and 2.12). Moreover, since we have an evident k * -group homomorphism Proof: The proof of [15, Corollary 3.3] shows the existence of a map ι between the sets of local pointed O * -groups on B and on A . Then, in order to prove the equality
for any pair of local pointed O * -groupsQ δ andR ε on B , note that it follows from Proposition 3.5 above that [8, Proposition 2.14] and [10, Theorem 5.3] apply to our present situation; thus, we still have
and, since we have iAi ∼ = Si⊗ O B , it suffices to prove that F Si (R, Q) contains both F iAi (R ι(ε) ,Q ι(δ) ) and F B (R ε ,Q δ ) .
Letφ :R →Q be an O * -group homomorphism which belongs either to F A (R ι(ε) ,Q ι(δ) ) or to F B (R ε ,Q δ ) ; once again, according to Proposition 3.5 above, [8 
are indeed similar to each other which shows that the functor ι : L B → L A is fully faithful ; once again, the proof of [15, Corollary 3.3] applies showing that this functor is essentially surjective, so that it is an equivalence of categories. We are done.
The main point in Fong reduction is that if
A is a block algebra O * Ĝ b for a block b ofĜ then i is a block ofĤ and if moreover p does note divide rank O (Si) then B is also a block algebra. Denote by V a simple k ⊗ O Si-module, which becomes an k * Ĥ k -module through ρ (cf. 4.4). 4.11. It is well-known that, up to replacing O by K , the so-called Clifford's reduction can be viewed as a particular case of Fong's reduction. Explicitly, letN be a normal O * -subgroup ofĜ and ν an absolutely irreducible character ofN ; denote by Irr K (Ĝ, ν) the set of χ ∈ Irr K (Ĝ) such that ν is involved in ResĜ N (χ) , by e ν the primitive idempotent of Z(K * N ) associated with ν and by H andĤ the respective stabilizers of ν in G andĜ . IfK is an extension of K of degree divisible by |G| , it follows from Proposition 2.3 that, denoting byÔ the ring of integers ofK and settinĝ Proof: Considering a set X ⊂ G of representatives for G/H and the G-stable pairwise orthogonal set of idempotents {(e ν ) , C becomes an Hˆ/N -interior algebra and it is easily checked that the structuralK-algebra homomorphism
is an isomorphism.
In particular, if K is a splitting field forĜ then K * Ĝ Tr G H (e ν ) is a direct product of full matrix algebras over K and thereforeK * Ĝ Tr G H (e ν ) is a direct product of full matrix algebras overK ; sinceK * N e ν is a full matrix algebra overK , this forcesK * (Hˆ/N ) to be also a full matrix algebra overK and induces bijection 4.12.3. Finally, setting ξ = Ext(ν) ⊗ Res(ζ) , we have
We are done.
5. The p-solvable O * -group case 5.1. As above,Ĝ is an O * -group with finite O * -quotient G and in this section we assume that G is p-solvable. Let b be a block ofĜ and S a G-stable unitary subalgebra of A isomorphic to a direct product of full matrix algebras over O , maximal such that p does not divide the O-rank of its indecomposable factors. Since b is primitive in Z(O * Ĝ b) , G acts transitively on the set I of primitive idempotents of Z(S) and we borrow the notations i ,Ĥ ,ˆH and Hˆfrom 4.4. According to Propositions 4.5 and 4.8, and to Theorem 4.9, i is a block ofĤ which belongs to a point β ofĤ on O * Ĝ and, for a suitable block c of Hˆ, we haveĜ-andĤ-interior algebra isomorphisms 
In particular, we have an equivalence of categories 
Moreover, denoting by b and f the respective blocks ofĜ and NĜ(Q δ ) determined byP γ , the O-algebras O * Ĝ b and O * NĜ(Q δ )f are Morita equivalent. 
Consequently, the corresponding block j ofN fulfills Br Q (j) = Br Q (i) and therefore we have to consider the respective actions of N and H on (Si)(Q) and k ⊗ O Si ; thus, our claim follows from the existence of a splitting (cf. 4.2) 
Similarly as in
where L is the O * -quotient ofL .
There is aP -interior algebra embedding e γ : (O
In particular, e γ induces an equivalence of categories 
and, denoting byQδ the corresponding local pointed O * -group on O * L , any polarization ω determines a k * -group isomorphism
Proof: As in [15, 4.4] , the existence ofL , T and e γ follows from the results above; moreover, it follows from [11, statement 1. 
At this pont, according to [10, Proposition 5.11] , any polarization ω determines a k * -group isomorphism 
andP has a unique local point ( 
is a NP (Q δ )ρ-source of the block f of NĜ(Q δ ) , we have an NP (Q δ )-algebra embedding and an O * -group isomorphism inducing the identity on NP (Q δ )
Proof: It follows from Proposition 5.2 that Si = O * O p ′ (Ĥ)i is a Dade P -algebra and therefore the k-algebra (cf. isomorphism 3.2.2)
is simple [11, 1.8]; thus, denoting by
Hence, it follows from [15, Proposition 3.5] that Br Q (i) is a block of NĤ k (Q δ ) over k and therefore it comes from a block j of NĤ(Q δ ) (cf. 3.6); actually, it is easily checked that j belongs to
where x ∈ N G (Q δ ) runs over a set of representatives for N G (Q δ )/N H (Q δ ) , it acts transitively over the set J of primitive idempotents of Z(S δ ) , and
Consequently, settingK = O p ′ CĤ (Q) and considering the corresponding O * -groupsˆN H (Q δ ) and N H (Q δ )ˆ, it follows from Proposition 5.2 that we have a NĜ(Q δ )-interior algebra isomorphism
thus, it follows from 5.6 above that we have an NP (Q δ )-algebra embedding T δ → O * K j and therefore, since we have a P -algebra embedding T → Si , from isomorphism 5.8.2 we get NP (Q δ )-algebra embeddings
which induces the NP (Q δ )-algebra embedding in 5.8.1 since the NP (Q δ )-algebra T δ is primitive.
Finally, since the k * -groupˆN H (Q δ ) k comes from the action of N H (Q δ ) on the simple k-algebra (Si)(Q) , the existence of a splitting (cf. 4.2)
shows thatˆN H (Q δ ) k can be identified to the k * -group NˆHk (Q δ ) and therefore we get a k * -group isomorphism
, and
, it follows from [3, Ch. XII, Theorem 10.1] that these O * -groups are isomorphic, so that we get O * -group isomorphismsL
We are done. 
and mapping ζ ∈ Hom(L, k * ) on the exterior class of theP -interior algebra automorphism of O * L sendingŷ ∈L to ζ(y)·ŷ where y is the image ofŷ in L . Moreover, OutP (O * Ĝ ) γ acts regularly over the set of exterior embeddings
Proof: The proof of [16, Proposition 5.2] applies.
6. Charactered pointed O * -groups 6.1. LetĜ be an O * -group with a finite p-solvable O * -quotient G and assume that K is a splitting field for all the O * -subgroups ofĜ. The main difference from [16] is that, in our present situation, any O * -subgroupQ ofĜ with a finite p-group O * -quotient Q has to be always "accompanied" with an irreducible character .
Thus, let us call charactered O
* -subgroup ofĜ any pair (Q, µ)
formed by an O * -subgroupQ ofĜ with a finite p-group O * -quotient Q and an irreducible K-character µ ofQ , and call defect of (Q, µ) the defect of µ (cf. 3.8); denote by e µ the central idempotent of K * Q determined by µ and by NĜ(Q, µ) the stabilizer of µ in NĜ(Q) .
6.3. Now, as in 4.11 above, ifK is an extension of K of degree divisible by |G| andÔ the ring of integers ofK , it follows from Proposition 2.3 that there are anÔ
normalizingQ =QÔ , and anÔ * -group homomorphism
lifting the action of N G (Q, µ) onK * Q e µ and extending the structuralÔ * -group homomorphism fromQ ; then, settingĜ =ĜÔ , the group Q ⊂Q * Q
• becomes a normal subgroup of NĜ(Q, µ) * N G (Q, µ)
• and we set
which is anÔ * -group withÔ * -quotientN G (Q, µ) = NĜ(Q, µ)/Q ; moreover, according to Proposition 4.12, we have a bijection
6.4. We say that a charactered O * -subgroup (R, ν) ofĜ is normal in (Q, µ) ifR is normal inQ , Q stabilizes ν , and ν is involved in ResQ R (µ) or, equivalently, we have µ(1) ν(1) ·ν = ResQ R (µ) ; then, settingR =RÔ , it follows from Propositions 3.2 and 4.12 that the action of Q onK * R e ν determines anÔ * -groupQ ν ofÔ * -quotient Q , that R can be identified to a normal subgroup ofQ * (Q ν )
• and that, settinḡ
and denoting by µÔ the irreducible character ofQ determined by µ , there is a unique irreducible characterμ ofQ fulfilling
where Ext(ν) and Res(μ) are the corresponding irreducible characters ofQ
Proposition 6.5. With the notation and the hypothesis above, let (Q, µ) and (R, ν) be charactered O * -subgroups ofĜ such that (R, ν) is normal in (Q, µ) .
Denote byK an extension ofK of degree divisible byN and byÔ the ring of integers ofK . Then, (Q,μ) is a characteredÔ * -subgroup ofN G (R, ν) and the natural group isomorphism
Proof: ClearlyQ is contained inN =N G (R, ν) (cf. 6.3.2); thus, (Q,μ) is a characteredÔ * -subgroup ofN and, according to our definition, we havê
where we setN =NÔ . But, it follows from Proposition 4.12 that we havê K * Q e µ ∼ =K * Reν ⊗KK * Q eμ 6. 5.3 and that N N (Q, µ) stabilizes each factor of this tensor product. Consequently, we get a canonicalÔ * -group isomorphism
whereN N (Q,μ) denotes the corresponding pull-back fromNN (Q,μ) , and therefore we still get
Moreover, always according to our definition, we havê
and therefore we still have
Hence, settingN =NÔ , we finally obtain
6.6. Coherently, let us call charactered weight ofĜ any triple (Q, µ, ζ) formed by a charactered O * -subgroup (Q, µ) ofĜ and, considering the ring of integersÔ of an extensionK of K of degree divisible by |G| , by an irreducible character ζ of defect zero of theÔ * -groupN G (Q, µ) , and we call defect of (Q, µ, ζ) the defect of µ (cf. 3.8). Some of them will form our set of parameters and, for a charactered weight (Q, µ, ζ) ofĜ , this depends on the following local points ofQ on O * Ĝ determined by ζ .
6.7. First of all, denoting by e ζ the idempotent of Z K * N G (Q, µ) determined by ζ , it follows from Proposition 3.9 that e ζ is actually a block of O * N G (Q, µ) and thatÔ * N G (Q, µ)e ζ is a full matrix algebra overÔ . Moreover, C G (Q) is contained in N G (Q, µ) and acts trivially onK * Q e µ , so that the converse image of C G (Q) inN G (Q, µ) is split , and we denote byCĜ(Q) the converse image ofC G (Q) ∼ = C G (Q)/C Q (Q) inN G (Q, µ) . Then, it follows from Proposition 4.12 that all the irreducible characters ofCĜ(Q) involved in the restriction of ζ to this normalÔ-subgroup still have defect zero; hence, it follows again from Proposition 3.9 that theÔ-subalgebraÔ * CĜ (Q)e ζ ofÔ * N G (Q, µ)e ζ is isomorphic to direct product of full matrix algebras overÔ and, in particular, there is a block of defect zerof ofCĜ(Q) such thatf e ζ = 0 .
Consequently, since the imagef
and, according to Proposition 3.9, the local pointed O * -groupQ δ is selfcentralizing. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.10 that there are an O * -groupF O * Ĝ (Q δ , µ) with anÔ * -quotient equal to the stabilizer of µ in F O * Ĝ (Q δ ) , and an irreducible character of defect zeroζ of thisÔ * -group such that we have anN G (Q, µ)-interior algebra isomorphism
whereN G (Q δ , µ) denotes the stabilizer off or, equivalently, of δ inN G (Q, µ) .
6.9. More generally, we call charactered pointed O * -group on O * Ĝ any pair (Q δ , µ) formed by a selfcentralizing pointed O * -groupQ δ (cf. 3.11) on O * Ĝ and an irreducible K-character µ ofQ , and call defect of (Q δ , µ) the defect of µ (cf. 3. as in 5.7 above, we may assume that NP (Q δ )ρ is a maximal local pointed
; thus,L δ contains NP (Q δ ) which containsQ , and it actually follows from isomorphism 5.6.4 thatL δ normalizesQ and that K is also a splitting field for all the O * -subgroups ofL δ . On the one hand, Proposition 2.3 applies to NL δ (Q, µ) ,Q , µ andK , and as in 6.3.3 above we get aÔ
On the other hand, since we have
Theorem 3.4] and therefore, according to condition 5.5.1, it is trivial; hence, since
In particular,Q has a unique local pointδ on O * L δ (cf. isomorphism 3.2.2) and actually we haveδ = {1} [14, 1.19].
6.11. Consequently, from Proposition 3.10 we get
but, it follows from Theorem 5.5 that the choice of aP -interior algebra embedding
consequently, denoting byQδ the local pointed O * -group on O * NĜ(Q δ )f determined byQ δ , we easily get the equalities (cf. Proposition 3.10)
and, since thiŝ O * -group contains NP (Q δ ) , up to the choice of a polarization ω it easily follows from isomorphism 5.5.4, from Proposition 5.10 and from the uniqueness of the NP (Q δ )ρ-source (S δ ,L δ ) that thisÔ * -group is independent of our choices up to uniqueÔ * -group exterior isomorphisms; hence, it makes sense to defineF
note that theÔ * -group isomorphism 5.6.4 shows that this definition agrees with the definition above. 
finally, with the definition above, we get a bijection
for any ξ ∈ Irr K NĜ(Q δ ), µ ; once again, up to the choice of a polarization ω it easily follows from isomorphism 5.5.4, from Proposition 5.10 and from the uniqueness of the NP (Q δ )ρ-source (S δ ,L δ ) that this bijection is independent of our choices. G-conjugacy classes of charactered Fitting pointed O * -groups ofĜ , it is easily checked that we get bijection
and therefore it induces the same bijection
which allows us to identify to each other both sets.
6.14. On the other hand, we have proved that any charactered weight (Q, µ, ζ) ofĜ determines anN G (Q, µ)-orbit of local points δ ofQ on O * Ĝ b for a suitable block b ofĜ -in such a way thatQ δ is selfcentralizing -and an irreducibleK-character of defect zeroζ ofF O * Ĝ (Q δ , µ) . 
In particular, denoting byζ the character of the right-hand member determined byζ , the triple (Q,μ,ζ) is a charactered weight ofF O * Ĝ (Ô η , ν) . Moreover, the correspondence mapping (Q δ , µ,ζ) on (Q,μ,ζ) induces a bijection
Proof:
and (T,L) a P γ -source of b ; according to Proposition 6.5, in particular (Q,μ)
is a characteredÔ * -subgroup ofN L (Ô, ν) . But, denoting by g the block of
determined byP γ and by (T η ,L η ) aPγ-source of g , it follows from Proposition 5.8 that we may assume thatL η =L and then, by its very definition (cf. 6.11.4), we getF
Consequently, (Q,μ) is a characteredÔ * -subgroup ofF O * Ĝ (Ô η , ν) and from Proposition 6.5 we obtain anÔ * -group isomorphism
moreover, with the notation and the hypothesis in 5.7 above, it follows from Proposition 5.8 that we may assume thatL δ = NL(Q) and then, by its very definition (cf. 6.11.4), we get
finally, since µ determines ν , we still haveN L (Q, µ) =N NL(Ô,ν) (Q, µ) and isomorphism 6.16.1 follows from isomorphism 6.16.4 above. Moreover, it is easily checked that this correspondence is compatible with G-and F O * Ĝ (Ô η , ν)-conjugation and therefore it induces a map
in order to prove that it is bijective, let us define the inverse map. 
and it is quite clear that this correspondence induces the announced inverse map. We are done.
The charactered Fitting sequences

LetĜ be an O
* -group with a finite p-solvable O * -quotient G and assume that K is a splitting field for all the O * -subgroups ofĜ. In order to exhibit bijections between the sets of irreducible K-characters ofĜ and of G-conjugacy classes of the inductive weights ofĜ defined below, we need a third set -namely the set of G-conjugacy classes of charactered Fitting sequences ofĜ -which depends on the choice of a polarization ω . We call charactered Fitting ω-sequence ofĜ any sequence
of quadruples formed by a field extension K n of K , by an O * n -groupĜ n where O n denotes the ring of integers of K n , by a Fitting pointed O * n -group ofĜ n (cf. 5.4), and by an irreducible K n -character ν n ofÔ n , in such a way that K 0 = K , thatĜ 0 =Ĝ and that, for any n ∈ N , K n+1 is the field extension of degree |G n | of K n and we have (cf. definition 6.11.4)
Note that |G n+1 | ≤ |G n | and actually we have |G n+1 | = |G n | if and only if O n = {1} (cf. condition 5.3.1). Moreover, for any h ∈ N , the sequence
is clearly a charactered Fitting ω-sequence ofĜ h .
IfĜ
′ is an O * -group isomorphic toĜ and θ :Ĝ ∼ =Ĝ ′ an O * -group isomorphism, it is quite clear that, from any charactered Fitting ω-sequence
ofĜ , we are able to construct a charactered Fitting ω-sequence
by θ 0 = θ and, for any n ∈ N , by (cf. 2.14)
where we sill denote by θ n : O * Ĝn ∼ = O * Ĝ ′ n the corresponding O-algebra isomorphism and set
In particular, the group of inner automorphisms of G acts on the set of charactered Fitting ω-sequences ofĜ and we denote by Chs ω K (Ĝ) the set of "G-conjugacy classes" of the charactered Fitting ω-sequences ofĜ . [16, 6.4] , let us call irreducible character ω-sequence associated to B any sequence {χ n } n∈N where χ n belongs to Irr Kn (Ĝ n , b n ) in such a way that, up to identifications, we have (cf. 6.13.1) Γ ω Gn
If
for any n ∈ N ; in this case, it easily follows from equality 6.13.2 that
Theorem 7.4. With the notation and the choice above, any charactered Fitting ω-sequence B = {(K n ,Ĝ n ,Ô n ηn , ν n )} n∈N ofĜ admits a unique irreducible character ω-sequence {χ n } n∈N associated to B . Moreover, the correspondence mapping B to χ 0 induces a natural bijection
which preserves the defect.
Proof: Since the sequence {Ĝ n } n∈N "stabilizes", we can argue by induction on the minimal n ∈ N fulfillingĜ n+1 =Ĝ n . If n = 0 thenÔ 0 = O * , ν 0 = id O * and the block b 0 ofĜ 0 has defect zero, so that Irr k (Ĝ 0 , b 0 ) has a unique element χ 0 (cf. Proposition 3.9) and, setting χ n = χ 0 for any n ∈ N , we get an irreducible character ω-sequence associated to B . If n = 0 then, according to the induction hypothesis, the charactered Fitting ω-sequence B 1 = {(K 1+n ,Ĝ 1+n ,Ô 1+n η1+N , ν 1+n )} n∈N ofĜ 1 already admits an irreducible character ω-sequence {χ 1+n } n∈N ; thus, in order to get an irrducible character ω-sequence associated to B , up to identifications it suffices to define (cf. 7.3.2)
On the other hand, since the maps Γ ω Gn are bijective, equality 7.3.2 shows that an irreducible character ω-sequence {χ n } n∈N associated to B is uniquely determined by one of their terms; but, for n big enough, we know that b n is a block of defect zero ofĜ n and then χ n is uniquely determined; consequently, {χ n } n∈N is uniquely determined and it is quite clear that, up to identifications, it only depends on the G-conjugacy class of B ; thus, we have obtained a natural map Chs
which preserves the defect (cf. equality 7.3.3). We claim that it is bijective; actually, we will define the inverse map. For any χ ∈ Irr K (Ĝ) , we inductively define a sequence {χ n } n∈N in the following way; we set K 0 = K ,Ĝ 0 =Ĝ and χ 0 = χ , we denote by b 0 the block of χ , and we choose a Fitting pointed O * -groupÔ 0 η0 on O * Ĝ b and an irreducible character ν 0 ofÔ 0 involved in the irreducible character of NĜ(Ô 0 η0 ) determined by χ (cf. Corollary 5.3); moreover, for any n ∈ N , we denote by K n+1 the field extension of degree |G n | of K n , we set
we denote by b n+1 the block of χ n+1 , and we choose a Fitting pointed O * -groupÔ and it is easily checked that this map is the inverse of the map 7.4.3. We are done.
The inductive weights
8.1. LetĜ be an O * -group with a finite p-solvable O * -quotient G , assume that K is a splitting field for all the O * -subgroups ofĜ , choose a polarization ω , and consider a charactered Fitting ω-sequence ofĜ B = {(K n ,Ĝ n ,Ô n ηn , ν n )} n∈N 8.1.1;
we call charactered weight ω-sequence associated to B any sequence
where (Q n , µ n , ζ n ) is a charactered weight ofĜ n such that, denoting by b n and by (Q n δn , µ n ,ζ n ) the block and a charactered b n -weight corresponding to (Q n , µ n , ζ n ) (cf. 6.14), we havê and the corresponding charactered weight (Q n ,μ n ,ζ n ) (cf. Proposition 6.16) coincides with (Q n+1 , µ n+1 , ζ n+1 ) for any n ∈ N 8.2. It is clear that, for any h ∈ N , the sequence
is a charactered weight ω-sequence associated to B h . Moreover, calling charactered weight ω-sequence ofĜ any sequence W = {(Q n , µ n , ζ n )} n∈N associated to some charactered Fitting ω-sequence B ofĜ , as in 7.2 above the group of inner automorphisms of G acts on this set; let us denote by Cws ω K (Ĝ) the corresponding set of G-conjugacy classes. Theorem 8.3. With the notation and the choice above, any charactered Fitting ω-sequence B = {(K n ,Ĝ n ,Ô n ηn , ν n )} n∈N ofĜ admits an associated charactered weight ω-sequence W = {(Q n , µ n , ζ n )} n∈N , unique up to identifications, and then we have d(B) = d(µ 0 ) . Moreover, the correspondence sending B to W induces a natural bijection is a charactered Fitting ω-sequence ofĜ , and settingQ 0 =Q , µ 0 = µ and ζ 0 = ζ , the sequence W = {(Q n , µ n , ζ n )} n∈N is a charactered weight ω-sequence associated to B . We are done. Corollary 8.6. With the notation and the choice above, the correspondence mapping any charactered Fitting ω-sequence B = {(K n ,Ĝ n ,Ô n ηn , ν n )} n∈N ofĜ on the inductive weight (Q 0 , µ 0 , ζ 0 ) , where W = {(Q n , µ n , ζ n )} n∈N is the charactered weight ω-sequence ofĜ associated to B , induces a natural bijection Chs In order to prove the surjectivity, we argue by induction on |G| ; let (Q, µ, ζ) be an inductive weight that we may assume not trivial; denoting by b and by (Q δ , µ,ζ) the block and a charactered b-weight corresponding to (Q, µ, ζ) (cf. 6.14), it follows from the very definition thatQ δ contains a moreover, we may assume that K 1 is the field extension of K of degree |G| . Once again, setting K 0 = K ,Ĝ 0 =Ĝ ,Ô 0 =Ô and ν 0 = ν , it is clear that B = {(K n ,Ĝ n ,Ô n ηn , ν n )} n∈N 8.6.6
is a charactered Fitting ω-sequence ofĜ , and settingQ 0 =Q , µ 0 = µ and ζ 0 = ζ , the sequence W = {(Q n , µ n , ζ n )} n∈N is a charactered weight ω-sequence associated to B ; thus, the map 8.6.2 sends B to (Q, µ, ζ) . We are done.
Corollary 8.7. With the notation and the choice above, we have a natural bijection Irr K (Ĝ) ∼ = Inw K (Ĝ) 8.7.1 preserving the defects, which maps χ ∈ Irr K (Ĝ) on the G-conjugacy class of an inductive weight (Q, µ, ζ) provided there is a charactered Fitting ω-sequence B ofĜ such that the irreducible character ω-sequence {χ n } n∈N and the charactered weight ω-sequence W = {(Q n , µ n , ζ n )} n∈N associated to B fulfill χ 0 = χ and (Q 0 , µ 0 , ζ 0 ) = (Q, µ, ζ) 8.7.2.
Proof: It suffices to compose the inverse of isomorphism 7.4.1 with isomorphism 8.6.1.
